The evaluation of dysphagia following radical surgery for oral and pharyngeal carcinomas by cine-magnetic resonance imaging (Cine-MRI).
Cine-magnetic resonance imaging (cine-MRI) creates moving pictures by a video system and turbo-flash method that allow for high-speed MRI. This report describes our experience using this new technique for dynamic imaging using the fast spoiled GRASS (SPGR) sequence to study swallowing in patients with dysphagia following radical surgery for oral cancer. We defined two new parameters, laryngeal elevation and the angle of the epiglottis, to quantify swallowing ability by cine-MRI. These variables were markedly different in patients with dysphagia than they were in healthy controls. Cine-MRI not only provides dynamic images of swallowing but can generate objective measures of swallowing ability as well.